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This Tournament Goes To Eleven III: Smell the Glove 
Hosted by the University of Iowa, October 12-13, 2001 

Animation (by Erik Johnson [Iowa]) 

1. Sally Struthers provides the voice for Rebecca Cunningham on this show. Her daughter, Molly, often pretends that she is the 
heroine from the mdio show, Danger Woman. The show began with Kit Cloudkicker defecting from Don Carnage's (car-NAZH) 
pimte organization and becoming the navigator of the Sea Duck. FfP, identity this show, which also featured characters from 
"The Jungle Book," including Shere Khan, Louie, and Baloo. 

Tale Spin 

2. This show is based on John Dilworth's "The Chicken From Outer Space." When the main chamcter has been adopted and 
currently lives, litemlly, in the middle of the town of Nowhere. There, he lives with Muriel Bagg, who never notices danger until 
it has captured her, and Eustace, who often finds innovative ways to frighten him. FJP, identity the Cartoon Cartoon featuring a 
pink dog who must stop the constant paranormal attacks on his home. 

Courage the Cowardly Dog 

3. An older version of him appeared on an episode of "Transformers" while he was talking to his daughter. His real name is 
Dashiell Faireborn, and he showed his attitude even before his first mission, when he fought Tomax and Xornat at the Arbco 
Brothers Circus. There, he proved his selflessness to his future girlfriend., Lady Jaye. FJP, identifY the warmnt officer and third 
in command of G.I. Joe, identified by his black beret. 

4 . On an episode of the Critic, Franklin Sherman attacked his butler while believing to be this chamcter's alter ego. In response 
to the popularity of Huckleberry Hound., his show was the second Hanna-Barbem cartoon on television. His dog Snuffies always 
floated into the air upon receiving a dog biscuit Accompanied by his burro sidekick Baba Looey, he often had to save Sagebrush 
Sal. FJP, name this mustang marshal who assumed the guise of the guitar weilding ''El Kabong." 

Quick Dmw McGraw 

5. Charles Barkley is a guest star in the first five episodes. Judge Reinhold plays himself...as a judge. Alec Baldwin plays 
Leonardo Leonardo. Ironically, this show mocked the popularity of "The Secret Diary of Desmond Pfeiffer." Among the regular 
actors, the voices of Brian O'Halloran, Jeff Anderson, and Jason Mewes are featured. FJP, identity this show starring Randal 
Graves and Dante Hicks, Kevin Smith's only foray into animated series. 

Clerks: The Animated Series 

6. This show was created by the creator of "Johnny the Homicidal Maniac," Jhonen Vazquez. The main chamcter was exiled 
from the Planet Irk.after ruining Operation Impending Doom 1. To receive a new assigmnent, he appealed to the Tallest, who 
built him a robot slave called GIR, and sent him to conquer Earth. There he begins his assignment by ... attending elementary 
school. FJP, this little green alien is the subject of what twisted Nickelodeon cartoon? 

In vader Zim 

7. He drives the Mark III, a state-of-the-art car with built-in wings, a suction device to deter road obstacles, and incredible road
handling capabilities. He and his sidekick, a hamster named Penfold., reside in a pillar-box and await orders from Colonel K. A 
mission against the evil toad Baron Greenback is normally imminent when the Colonel calls. FJP, identity this one-eyed, British 
secret agent whose diminutive adventures were featured on Nickelodeon in the '80s. 

Danger Mouse 

8. He only speaks in four-beat iambic verse. Some of his foes included Fearo the Ferocious, Otercat, RiffRaff, and Simon Bar 
Sinister. When TV reporter Sweet Polly Purebread called for help, Shoe Shine Boy would duc1 into a telephone booth, take a 
vitamin pill, and become the eponymous hero. FJP, identifY this unlikely "beaglesqUd" superher(1. 

Underdog 



./ 

9. A descendant of Daniel Boone and Judge Roy Bean, he began working in Walter Lantz studios in 1929 as an animator. He 
returned in.1955 to direct Chilly Willy in four cartoons and finished his career with Hanna-Barbera. After five years at Wamer 
Brothers, he moved on to create the World of Tomorrow, Screwball Squirrel, and Wolf and Red in his twelve years at MGM 
FTP, name the man credited with the creation of Chilly Willy, Droopy the Dog, and Bugs Bunny. 

Fred "Tex" AYID. 

10. At the begimring of this series, the Bernadelli Insurance Company assigned Meryl Stryfe and Milly Thompson to investigate 
the destruction of several towns in the desert of the planet Gunsmoke. The man believed responsible has a $60 billion bounty on 
his head What they soon discover, as they catch up to him., is that he has never taken a life in his wake. They soon become his 
staunchest supporters, and follow him and Nicholas Wolfwood through the desert. FfP, Vash the Stampede is the protagonist of 
what show? 

11. She was once fashion reporter at Highland High School. Her hobbies include watching "Animal Maulings On Home Video" 
and "Sick, Sad World" Recently, she began dating Tom Sloane, but complications arose between him, her, and his ex-girlfriend 
Jane in the TV movie, "Is It Fall Yet?" Targets of her sarcasm usually include almost everyone at Lawndale High School, 
especially her sister, Quinn. FTP, who is the eponymous star of the spin-off of "Beavis and Butt-Head?" 

Daria Morgendorfer 

12. Commander Stargazer recruited this team to the Limbo galaxy. There, they combatted the organized crime of Mon*Star, and 
after each mission, taught Copper-Kid, from the planet of'the mimes, lessons about space. They journeyed through space in the 
Mirage, which was piloted by Bluegrass. FTP, identify this Rankin/Bass foUowup to the Thundercats, which featured a team of 
heroes, led by Quicksilver, who were enhanced by metal bodies. 

Silverhawks 

13. Chance Furlong and Jake Clawson were once in the Enforcers, but soon were demoted after pulling a dangerous stunt on a 
mission. Relegated to working in the scrapyard, they used the old parts to find a new way to fight. Taking the code names ofT
Bone and Razor, they always answer Deputy Mayor Callie Briggs's call to stop a menace. FTP, name this duo, who always flew 
a jet into battle to save Megakat City. 

SWAT Kats: The Radical Squadron 

14. Ms. Lion was the name of the dog that lived in their residence. The two guys shared a room, which converted into a secret 
crime lab with the shift of a football trophy. The trio also attended Empire State University together. Angelica Jones and her 
alter ego were created specifically for the series, and later appeared in Marvel Comics. Firestar and Iceman are main characters 
on this show, which, FTP, starred the alter ego of Peter. Parker. 

Spider-Man And His Amazing Friends 

15. Passed down through millenia, the Shepherd's Journal was retrieved in Iceland in the 19111 century. The industrialist Preston 
Whitmore gives it to linguist Thaddeus Thatch to study. Thaddeus never completes his work, but in 1914, his grandson Milo 
undertakes the mission. Preston fimds Milo's journey by giving him a crew led by Captain Rourke and a submarine. FTP, 
Micahel J. Fox and James Gamer lead the cast of what 2001 Disney movie, reminiscent of Jules Verne? 

Atlantis: The Lost Empire 

16. This show featured the first appearance of Captain Caveman. Mildew Wolf and Snagglepuss provided the commentary, as 
Hanna-Barbera characters from the sixties joined the Yogi Yahooeys, while current stars like Hong Kong Phooey comprised the 
Scooby Doobys. The teams would travel around the world, competing against each other and the Really Rottens. FTP, identify 
this show, Hanna-Barbera's answer to "Battle of the Network Stars." 

Scooby's All-Star Laff-A-Lympics 

17. Originally airing on the Atom Ant/Secret Squirrel Show, they later moved on to the Banana Splits Adventure Hour. 
Recently, Cartoon Network has aired spots with them on a talk show. There, with Floral and Shag watching, the Rugg parents 
discussed their problems with each other. However, the scene ended in gunfire, in true Paw fashion. FTP, name the nickname for 
this Appalachian family with a muttering father. 



Hillbilly Bears 

18. In 2000, the Antarctic ice cap melted, destroying half the human race. In response, the U.N. attributed it to a meteorite, and 
created NERV in 2010. By 2015, the attacks began anew, as the attackers attempt to breach the lowest level of the Geo-Front. 
The only defense is children who were conceived during the Second Impact. F1P, Shinji Ikari, the Second Child, pilots 01 
against the Angels in this series loaded with references to the Dead Sea Scrolls. 

Neon Genesis Evangelion (Shin seiki evangelion) 

19. Based on a character from the Fred Allen show, he first appeared in the Oscar nominated "Walky Talky Hawley" in 1946. 
Although he was meant to be a foil, he easily outshined the barnyard dog and Henery Hawk. Soon after, he was made the star, 
and characters, such as Egghead Jr. and Miss Prissy, were created around him. F1P, what Warner Brothers rooster featured a 
brassy voice with a Southern accent? 

Foghorn Leghorn 

20. She has three sons: Ignar, Larry, and Walt. She has been sent extremely cheesy cards that say, ''I wuv you!" when opened. 
Professor Farnsworth dated her while he worked for fifty years at her Friendly Robot Company. She wears.a "fat suit" to appear 
more lovable, so she can make more money. FTP, what character has earned the love of all the robots of "Futurama" with her 
famous old-fashioned robot oil? 

Mom (no equivalence) 
---------------------------ENDOF ROUND-----------------------------
21. Michael Frith explained her whereabouts, saying that she's now a famous explorer, never seen again after an expedition to the 
jungles of the Amazon. Originally voiced by Howie Mandel from 1984-86, Frank Welker took over for the rest of the show's 
duration. She had a mild crush on Bean Bunny, but she often clashed with her brother and Miss Piggy. FTP, identify this 
Muppet Baby, the twin sister of Scooter. 

22. He will be played by Matthew Lillard in the movie, and has been portrayed by Scott Innes in recent years. However, Billy 
West portrayed him in Zombie Island, and for nearly twenty years, Casey Kasem portrayed him. FTP, who is the goatee-wearing 
best friend of Scooby-Doo? 

Norville "~" Rogers 

Bonus questions 

1. Identify these fIlms written and directed by the great Japanese animator Hayao Miyazaki for the stated number of points. 

F5P, Neil Gaiman wrote the English screenplay of this fIlm, which showed Prince Ashitaka's encounters with San and the gods 
of the forest. 

Princess Mononoke (Mononoke Rime) 

FlOP, This fihn stars a thirteen-year old witch who attempts to survive on her own and complete her studies, while providing for 
herself as a courier. . 

Kiki's Delivery Service (Maio no takkyubin) 

FI5P, an international thief named Lupin ill stumbles upon a centuries-old conspiracy in a European duchy. There, he must 
rescue a woman from ail evil count and solve the mystery of the hidden treasure. 

Lupin ill: Castle ofCogliostro 

2 . Thanks to the popularity of shows like Space Ghost: Coast to Coast, Cartoon Network has a block of more adult programming 
on Sunday nights. Answer these questions about the shows for ten points each. 

a . Spinning off of Cartoon Planet and his very eponymous special, this show f~tures the most popular (and most dim-witted) 
character in sitcom life with Zorak playing his best friend and high school classmate. 

The Brak Show 



b. This program in Squigglevision used to be on UPN-for a month. It features Brendon Small, \WO works on his hobby in his 
basement, while hanging around with his mends Jason and Melissa in the meantime. 

Home Movies 

c. After looking like a loser for so long on Space Ghost's talk show, he passed the bar exam and handles cases that are not very 
funny, like Apache Chief having a '<Very personal injury." 

Harvey Birdman, Attorney At Law (accept Birdman?) 

3. By the mid-'60s, Hanna-Barbera became influenced by Alex Toth and began to produce more serious cartoons. For ten points 
each, identify the 'toon given clues. 

a. On the planet Quasar, King Zandor and his family would defend their planet from invaders with the help of some bizarre 
creatures, which included a ten-legged rhinoceros and a gorilla-like rock being. 

The Herculoids 

b. Chuck and Nancy combine two halves of a ring which unleashes a genie, along with transporting them to the land of the 
Arabian Nights. The Genie gives them a flying camel named Kaboobie, and sends them on a journey to [md the ring's rightful 
owner. 

c. This group fought for law and order, patrolling in the Condor I spacecraft. The group consisted of Meteor Man, Vapor Man, 
and Gravity Girl. from the planets Meteorus. Vaporus, and Gravitas. How original. 

The Galaxv Trio 

4. For ten points each, answer these questions about some of the lesser-known Disney films. 

a. In this film, Mickey Rooney and Kurt Russell play two old mends who are forced to become enemies as one is the prey of the 
other. Sandy Duncan plays Vixey. 

The Fox and the Hound 

b. Taran must protect a pig named Hen Wen and himself from the evil Horned King as they search for the mystical object in 
question. 

The Black Cauldron 

c. Tagged with "The first Disney movie with attitude," this movie stars Joey Lawrence as a cat trying to find a home and Billy 
Joel performing much of the musical numbers. 

Oliver and Company 

5. IdentifY the people \WO perform the voice acting for the Batman and Superman animated series from their characters for ten, 
or with better known roles for five. 

---10: Lois Lane, Andrea Beaumont (from ''Mask of the Phantasm") 
5: Lieutenant Colleen McMurphy from "China Beach" 

Dana Delany 

10: Jonathan Kent 
5: Captain B.J. Hunnicut from ''M* A *S*H" 

Mike Farrell 

10: Dr. Jervis Tetch a.k.a. The Mad Hatter 
5: Dr. Cornelius from "Planet Of The Apes" 



Roddy McDowall 

6. Answer these questions about shows that have been relegated to Toon Disney nowadays. 

a. TIlls show centered on a boy named Cavin who helps reveal the history of an ancient and bidden race. While the last 
remaining colony rediscovers its heritage, they "bounce" around enemies like Duke Igthom who want the secrets for their own. 

The Gummi Bears 

b. Accompanied by Launchpad McQuade, Drake Mallard is the alter-ego oftbis crimefighter, whose only weapons are his gas 
gun, his high pain tolerance, and his massive ego. 

Darkwing Duck 

c. In this show, Huey, Dewey, and Louie are now teenagers, and spend time playing practica1jokes on Uncle Donald while 
stopping the occasional foe. 

OuackPack 

7. Huckleberry Hound and Yogi Bear were just the beginning ofHanna-Barbera's talking animals on television. For ten points 
each, identify these examples. 

a. He is constantly trying to escape Mr. Twiddle and the boring but cozy city zoo. He longs to return to his home in the 
Everglades, but each attempt to get there leads to trouble. 

Wally Gator 

b. Mr. Peebles constantly tries to sell him at his pet store, but he constantly is eating his owner's out of business. He has been 
sold to a hunter to be one last kill, and to robbers who use his brute strength to brea1c into bank vaults. 

Magilla Gorilla 

c. Regarding his nemeses: "I hate those mieces to pieces!" However, he was fairly civil to Pixie and Dixie at times, unlike his 
previous counterparts. 

Mr. Jinks 

g. Toonami has become a haven for several anirne programs. Answer questions about some of them for ten points each. 

a. The adventures of Son Goku as a boy are chronicled (and redubbed) on this show, which began airing on Toonami this 
summer. 

Dragon Ball 

b. Gene Starwind and Jim Hawking try to run a black market business using a stolen, state-of-the-art spacecraft, while 
discovering the secrets of the ship and its navigator, Melfina. 

Outlaw Star 

c. Following the success of Wing, the original show, along with Ogth MS Team, aired on Toonami, showcasing the giant fighting 
robots. 

Mobile Suit Gundam 

9. Given the following audio clues, determine the animated short films for ten points each. 

a. Track I 
What's Opera, Doc? 

b. Track 2 



Ali Baba Bunny 

c. Track 3 
The Rabbit Of Seville 

10. Family Guy truly is the greatest program ever set in Quahog, Rhode Island For the stated number of points, identify these 
characters. 

5: This baby has definite matricidal tendencies, because he considers Lois to be his greatest obstacle to overcome in order to take 
over the world 

10: This cradle-robber and generally perverted man works as a pilot to help him score with chicks around the world "Allll 
riiiilight!" 

Glen Quagmire 

15: She is the main correspondent for Quahog's only news station. Sadly, she was hit by a flying car in a hurricane and was 
eaten by the news anchors in the millenium episode. 

Asian Reporter Trisha Takanawa 

11. Identify these South Park guest stars from the pictureS enclosed for five points each . 
.I 

a. Starvin' Marvin b. Tweek 

./ 
d. Timmv e. Dr. Mephisto 

c. Sexual Harrassrnent Panda 

I 
r Towelie -

12. Given clues, provide the names of these Transformers. 

a. This engineer is known for building the Dinobots and assorted gadgets, but when he talks, his "ears" light up. 

Wheeljack 

b. Aside from his loyalty to Megatron, he is extremely important in Decepticon espionage as he stores and deploys Ravage, 
Rumble, Frenzy, Buzzsaw, and Laserbeak. 

Soundwave 

c. Although he is the commander of the Dinobots, "him no talk good English." This warrior-born will fight for whatever he feels 
is the right cause. 

Grimlock 

13. Answer these questions about the "Great Ones," who inspired voice actors for generations, for the stated number of points. 

5: After voicing Junyer Bear, Pete Puma, and half of the Goofy Gophers, he went on to be a satirical songwriter credited with 
"Green Chri$tma$" and "St. George and the Dragonet" 

Stan Freburg 

10: Aside from voicing Granny and Witch Hazel for half a century, she is also known for being the voice of Rocket 1. Squirrel. 

June Foray 

15: While performing the voices of Chilly Willy, Yogi Bear, and Elroy Jetson, he also filled in as Barney Rubble for Mel Blanc 
for five episodes of the Flintstones. 

DawsButler 



14. Even on Comedy Central, Duckman has not found a true home. For ten points each, name these people who make up his 
supporting. cast 

a. She is the identical twin of Duckman' s dead wife. She hates Duckman and does her best to ensure he doesn't ruin his sons' 
lives. 

Aunt Bemice 

b. He swore vengeance against Duckman when he was hwniliated in school and has tried to respond in kind ever since. TIris 
probably stemmed from an incident involving laxative-laced milk before his valedictory speech. 

King Chicken 

c. He is the brains behind the manic. He clerked for a Supreme Court justice to finance his way through VCR repair school and 
also knows 200 ways to kill a man. 

CornfedPig 

15. IdentifY these works of the animator Don Bluth for ten points each. 

a. He served as animation director for this Disney film, which starred Bob Newhart and Eva Gabor as two little people with a big 
mission. 

The Rescuers 

b. This was his feature-film debut as a director, which was an adaptation of a novel by Robert C. O'Brien. Dom DeLuise, in the 
first ofhis many roles in Bluth's films, did the voice of Jeremy. 

The Secret ofNlMH 

c. After the success of Anastasia, Bluth directed this film, which featured an infusion of CGI into a sci-fi adventure starring the 
voices of Matt Damon and Drew Barrymore. 

TitanA.E. 

16. Here is the second visual bonus, but the feature this time is none other than the comic-turned-cartoon-turned live-action 
series, The Tick! For five points each, identifY who is in each picture. 

a. ~, the Tick (accept either) b. Sewer Urchin 

c. Chairface Chippendale- d.~ 

e. The Terror _- f. The Evil Midnight Bomber What Bombs At Midnight 

17. IdentifY these characters on Animaniacs for ten points each. 

a. This segment stars a bitter old retired cartoon who hatches schemes with her nephew to get recognition, revenge, or both. 

SlaPOy Squirrel 

b. Julie Brown plays this foxy animal that distracts a dachshund from his duty and spurns the affections of Wilford B. Wolf while 
being oblivious to either of them. Of course, when Wilford turns into a hunk under the full moon, she takes notice. 

Minerva Mink 

c. Voiced by Bernadette Peters, she, along with her dim-witted companion Runt, provides most of the musical numbers on the 
show. 

18. Answer these questions about Tom & Jerry, THE cat and mouse duo, for ten points each. 



a. What director of "How The Grinch Stole Christmas!" began producing "Tom and Jerry" shorts with "Pent-House Mouse" in 
1963? 

Chuck Jones 

b. In the first short, "Puss Gets the Boot," Tom is actually called what name? 

c. What is the name of the black cat who is often Tom's rival to catch Jerry or to win the affections of Toodles? 

19. Ladies and gentlemen ... Garfield and Friends! Well, not exactly. FTPE, identfiy these bam animals from U.S. Acres. 

a. He is a pig who loves to read books and has a vivid imagination. Of course, that is when he isn't abused.hy his brothers. 

b. Although he is Booker' s brother, he hasn't hatched yet, and is merely seen as an egg with feet. 

c. She gives her brother Bo a real hard time with her attitUde and is generally avoided by most animals on the farm. 

20. When was the last time you got up Saturday mornings to watch cartoons? If you got up sometime this fall, you might see 
these shows on the air. Answer these questions for ten points each. 

a. John Kricfalusi, the creator ofRen & Stimpy, is the force behind this show, about some superheroes who get pumped up to be 
better crime-fighters. Db, and watch the hair. 

The RiPPing Friends 

b. This show has Melissa Joan Hart playing the main character's two aunts, while her sister Emily plays the lead role. Needless 
to say, in the tradition of Gilligan's Planet and the Dukes, the show is already in reruns. 

Sabrina the Animated Series 

c. This show, now in its second season, centers around an archaeologist/martial arts superstar, who is accompanied by Tohru, 
Uncle, Viper, El Toro, and his niece Jade on his mission to recover the talismans. 

Jackie Chan Adventures 



· , 
Bonus #15 

A B c 

D E F 



Bonus #10 

A B c 

D E F 




